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Future-Proof SDN/NFV Comprehensive Solutions Open
New Opportunities

Future-Proof SDN/NFV
Comprehensive Solutions Open
New Opportunities

The current trend in the telecom ecosystem is to provide its communication functionality
as software installed in data centers. The functionality is offered as an on-demand service,
resulting in a reduction in the hardware investments, maintenance and operational costs.
The new approach comes to replace the current local deployment and administration of
network communication infrastructure and applications. Instead, the software is installed
and maintained as-a-Service by a virtual infrastructure provider.
Such a change in the communication service provider network architecture greatly
changes the ecosystem. It requires dynamic deployment and runtime management of
both the virtual network functions and of the virtual network infrastructure connecting
these functions and the customer premises. Thus, this results in a shift of functionality
from the physical network devices towards the management of the virtual network
functions, sometimes called real time OSS.
Two different standardization tracks are taken by the community: through Software
Defined Networks (SDN), network control functionality is abstracted into centralized
control entities enabling the parallel deployment and dynamic management of a large
number of virtual infrastructures. Additionally, through Network Functions Virtualisation
(NFV), new mechanisms for virtual network functions installation and automatic runtime
management and remote administration are considered. Both combined provide a
complete ecosystem for deploying new type of services and agility for the operation of
deployment virtual systems.
A comprehensive solution must address both areas in order to provide the necessary
functionality in the form of real-time management of virtual network functions, the
software defined control of the virtual and physical network infrastructure. It must also
include the underlying data center technology and requisite integration with the existing
network management tools that enable the realization of future-proof SDN/NFV
environments that leverage the research and standardization activities that are currently
taking place in the industry.
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Currently the industry follows the trend of realizing the network functions as software on
top of common hardware architecture. The network functions can be virtually deployed on
any server which is connected to the network. However, for efficiency reasons, the servers
considered are grouped in data centers, resulting in large centralized computation and
networking entities.
The network functions envisioned to be virtualised, and thus to be deployed dynamically,
on-demand, include customer premises equipment, operator access and core network
equipment and application servers, resulting in a transformation of the complete
networking ecosystem.
The principle benefit of the virtualisation is the high reduction in costs of deploying a
network infrastructure, especially for home and enterprise networks. Network
infrastructure intelligence is offered as a service by a new type of virtual network operator
resulting in reduced costs for hardware equipment, reduced installation, maintenance and
administration costs. The new economics and more agile delivery can give rise to new
sources of revenues and new market opportunities.
Grouping of network functionality in the same data centers, under the same
administration control and using a dedicated set of virtual networks enables the network
services to become simpler and thus easier to develop, install and maintain. For this a
large number of features are taken over by the dynamic orchestration and network control
of the virtual network functions and are provided as part of the generic virtualisation
service. Through this a higher efficiency and cost optimization of the virtual infrastructure
can be obtained which can be an appealing alternative to the upgrade of the current
network infrastructure.
Additionally, as the virtual network infrastructure replacing the current network appliances
is based on software principles, the management of the networks and of the network
functions are following a more agile path, enabling the easy installation, reduced
conformity testing duration, and run-time management enabling automatic on-demand
scalability and fault management. An additional benefit is the reduced planning time for
services delivered from a virtualized infrastructure since software is variable cost-based
and the focus shifts to functionality rather than scaling appliances.

Figure 1 - Transferring functionality from dedicated hardware to data center Virtual Network
Functions (VNFs)
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Industry Trends

2.1
Virtual CPE
Currently a small or medium enterprise acquires, installs and manages large quantities of
physical network appliances for fulfilling its communication needs, resulting in a high initial
investment and maintenance costs. Migrating some of these network functions to the
software form factor, offering these functions as virtual service, would enable overall
capital expense investments to be highly reduced.
For example, the network services of an enterprise may include fixed and wireless local
connectivity, wide area network optimizations, firewalls, QoS as well as the different
application services. Many of these functions can be co-located in data centers and
remotely accessed, minimizing the amount of physical devices that are required at the
network edge to those functions that cannot be centralized.
Additionally, a more centralized management and data storage provides the opportunity
to scale the enterprise network, based on the number of connected devices and their
communication needs and not based on the number of the locations of the enterprise,
providing a more efficient means of network dimensioning. Through a single network
management portal, a connected enterprise can configure on-demand its virtual network
services as well as provision its specific requirements, thereby significantly reducing the
management operations as well as enabling the detection and mitigations of faults on
demand.
In order to provide such services, however, the virtual infrastructure provider must
maintain an infrastructure that is capable of guaranteeing simple, on-demand installation
and configuration of virtual enterprise networks and provide dynamic network connectivity
and virtual infrastructure level availability as well as the real-time operational orchestration
and management.

2.2

Virtual Connectivity Services

With the virtualisation of the network functions, a new alternative for deploying
customized connectivity services appears appealing to many enterprise and dedicated
communication networks. Apart from acquiring a generic business connectivity service
from a mobile or fixed operator or to the high-cost building of an independent ownmaintained connectivity infrastructure, the network functions virtualisation provides the
means to install, to configure and to manage connectivity services.
These include software implementations of fixed or mobile access network infrastructures
and of their core network i.e. the 3GPP Evolved Packet Core, or the 3GPP IP Multimedia
Subsystem providing access control, resource differentiation, secure communication,
mobility control. They can be specifically customized for the communication needs of the
dedicated network and can be bundled with customized application servers realizing a
complete end-to-end virtual infrastructure.
A virtual infrastructure provider can offer on demand as a service the virtual connectivity
services with complete maintenance and installation while ensuring specific security and
service layer agreements from the infrastructure side and an easy remote administration
mechanism.
For enabling the connectivity service, a complete virtual network infrastructure has to be
set in place and to provide the fundamental virtualization functions. It includes the
realization of virtual networks with guaranteed privacy and connectivity characteristics and
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on-demand elastic deployment of the network functions and their integration into the OSS
and monitoring systems.

2.3

Industry Trends

Virtual Network Infrastructures

In some cases it is attractive for the virtual infrastructure provider to limit its offer to the
basic computation, storage and virtual network realization level, leaving the deployment
of the specific network functions to the end user. For this case, the infrastructure should
be able to provide a reliable and flexible level of server and storage resources as well as
their interconnection and the inter-connection with the customer premises or with the
customer devices.
For this, the infrastructure provider has to provide on-demand a set of data centers and a
set of dynamic networking functionality able to satisfy the needs of the network functions
providers and network functions users.

Figure 2 - Virtualisation Use Cases
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The Challenges

For realizing a complete future-proof virtualisation environment and to benefit at the
maximum from all the features of network functions virtualization (NFV), a solution has to
include a large set of functions and their integration with the existing data center, telecom
technologies and infrastructure.

Figure 3 - The NFV Environment

From a network functions virtualisation perspective, in order to deploy the network
functions as software on top of virtual network infrastructures the following domains have
to be included:


Infrastructure domain – physical resources (e.g. compute, storage nodes and
networking) to support the requirements of the virtualised services, especially
supporting the dynamic allocation of the resources for the different virtual
network functions. Specifically, the infrastructure domain includes the data
centers, their networking capabilities and the interconnection between data
centers and access networks.



Virtualisation/Hypervisor layer – mediates the resources of the computing domain
to the virtual machines of the software appliances, by emulating hardware
platforms for sharing between multiple network functions containers i.e. virtual
machines and enables the communication between different virtual machines
running on top of the same server.



Data center orchestration and management layer – enables the installation,
provisioning and run-time management of the virtual network functions. It
contains the following functionality:
o
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Virtualised Infrastructure Manager / Cloud Controller – provides the
functionality required for controlling the deploying of the specific
functions on top of the infrastructure, as well as the optimization of the
virtual machines placement within a data center.
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o

Orchestrator – provides a real-time middleware for the elastic
deployment of the virtual network functions.

o

Virtual Network Functions Manager – provides the provisioning and the
run-time management for the specific services. It communicates with the
specific virtual network functions for providing dynamic configuration.



Operations Support System (OSS) – for each set of virtual network functions, the
same management as for the currently deployed infrastructures has to be
supported. The OSS functionality has to be extended to support the automatic
deployment of virtual network functions, supporting dynamic integration of
element management functions.



Remote administration – the system has to provide a management portal for
remote provisioning and administration of the virtual services in order for the
service users to configure the service according to their momentary needs.

The Challenges

From a networking perspective, for each virtual service deployed, a virtual network
infrastructure has to be realized within the required parameters for that specific service.
This includes the connectivity with the existing infrastructure such as L2/L3 switches at
customer premises, the connectivity within the data centers and the connectivity between
the different data centers. From the service enablement perspective the following
components are needed:


A Software Defined Network (SDN) controller – able to realize the virtual network
infrastructure between the different virtual network functions and to adapt
according to their dynamic deployments. The SDN Controller has to be able to
receive information on the newly deployed virtual network functions, to make
decisions and to influence the data path.



An SDN capable IP underlay network – able to create the data plane of the virtual
network infrastructures including the networking resource sharing between the
different virtual networks deployed in parallel, the appropriate routing, QoS and
traffic engineering. Additionally, the data plane entities should be able to interact
with external nodes such as the termination of VPN tunnels from the customer
premises and SDN transport gateways that can connect the virtualized and the IP
data planes.

Although the SDN and NFV environment can work separately, they can also be integrated
resulting in a more efficient overall system. The NFV part of the architecture has the main

Figure 4 – Virtualisation Network Framework
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scope to realize the deployment and the runtime management of the virtual network
functions while the SDN part has the scope to realize dynamic virtual networks. From this
perspective, NFV can rely on a static set of virtual networks while proving a very limited
networking capability. Also SDN can provide virtual networks without a complete service
capability i.e. without life-cycle management of the virtual service components and
without the data center management. However, the features of both together provide the
complete functionality needed for enabling virtual services.

The Challenges

In order to be able to deploy virtual services in a predictable and robust manner, the
appropriate infrastructure resources service layer agreements have to be fulfilled. This
includes the capability to deploy a large number of isolated virtual infrastructures in
parallel responding to the security and privacy requirements of the virtual infrastructure
users.
The virtualisation environment is very agile. Services are instantiated dynamically and
virtual machines are started and stopped quite frequently. The newly started services have
to be managed in a consistent management as and in a coherent manner with the rest of
the deployed services.
Through the dynamic management, at least the same reliability and robustness level of the
overall system has to be offered as in the current system. As the virtual infrastructure
becomes highly complex with multiple entities of the same type deployed for supporting
the capacity requirements of the services, it is highly required that part of the
administration of the system is automated.
One of the most important characteristics for the virtualisation environment is the support
for the appropriate networking mechanisms including the realization of the required virtual
networks, their dynamic modifications according to the virtual network functions
placement and the communication service insurance in terms of availability, QoS and
privacy.
For the virtual infrastructure provider, the system has to provide in parallel the networking
functionality for a large number of virtual infrastructure users while sharing the network
infrastructure resources according to the network service layer agreement.
In order to provide an appropriate SDN/NFV solution, all these requirements have to be
considered and appropriate service enablement functions have to be deployed. For this, to
start from a large set of features have to be already available and further adapted including
the data center and networking infrastructure, the service monitoring and management,
etc.
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The IBM-Juniper Solution

This section outlines the individual capabilities and joined deployment scenarios of the
production ready SDN solution for Service Providers running Enterprise and Consumer
Services.
The core element of the cloud enabled IBM solution portfolio is the dynamic management
SmartCloud Orchestratior (SCO), which provides an orchestration engine for optimizing
workloads, resources and services.
SCO orchestrates virtual network functions (VNF) running on heterogeneous IBM Flex and
none-IBM cloud environments. SCO aims to accelerate the flexible delivery of services,
through the dynamic lifecycle provisioning of VNF, instead of individual manual
configuration and management of dedicated hardware and software resources.
This open, scalable, and flexible solution from IBM can be integrated within existing
heterogeneous virtualized data center (IBM Flex System) / Cloud solutions (Amazon EC2,
VMWare vCenter, KVM), process chains and tools.
Through the definition of regions and availability zones assigned to a single hypervisor,
individual and precise optimization of resources can be applied for the different virtual
network infrastructures, providing the necessary customization to the different virtual
network users.
For a complete SDN/NFV solution, the IBM SmartCloud Orchestrator can be integrated
with the SmartCloud Monitoring and the IBM Netcool Network Management System
providing the OSS functionality required for each virtual network infrastructure. For this
the IBM OSS is extended in order provide the required agility to the large number of virtual
network infrastructures.
For extending the SDN/NFV environment towards supporting the appropriate virtual
network characteristics, the IBM products can be fully integrated with various virtual
networks and services, such as Juniper SDN Contrail, a comprehensive networking solution

Figure 5 - IBM-Juniper Solution
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addressing the NFV environment.

The IBM-Juniper Solution

Juniper Contrail strictly follows the SDN paradigm by separating network planes,
centralized control and management and supporting standard protocols, providing the
support for a large number of virtual networks as well as the integration with existing
routers for a consistent end-to-end solution.
Three base components characterize Juniper Contrail, which are Configuration (proxy
transforming orchestrator requests into SDN controller transactions), Control (VM
provisioning) and Analytics (logs, events, errors). Juniper Contrail comes as a product ready
SDN solution for Service Provider. Contrail as a standards-based SDN controller enabling
scalable network virtualization through supporting multi-protocols in three dimensions,
being capable of interconnecting with multiple provisioning systems such as the IBM SCO:


SDN Southbound: XMPP, BGP and Netconf



SDN Northbound: REST



SDN East-West-bound: BGP

Through its feature, Cloudscaling, the Juniper SDN Contrail enables load balancing and
workload mobility between public and private cloud environments as well as the support of
a consistent service on top of a multi-data center infrastructure.
In conclusion, the combination of IBM OSS and SCO, Juniper SDN Contrail and IBM Data
Center infrastructure, realized through a more than 10 years alliance, offers a productionready solution for an open, scalable and flexible virtualized platform for enabling the
deployment of virtual services, including the already available vCPE, vEPC, etc. The Cloud
Orchestration platform is fully integrated to the SDN and NFV management over
heterogeneous public and private cloud environments and provides an effective and
efficient way for supporting service chaining of virtual network functions enabling the
composition of multiple services within a single virtual infrastructure.
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Profiting from NFV/SDN is possible
today

By transferring the network functions from hardware components to virtual network
functions, providers are able to offer services in a new virtualization market. In addition to
providing solutions to the new market, the deployment and maintenance costs of a
network infrastructure are reduced.
A virtual network provider can deploy a new set of services addressing small and medium
enterprises, the consumer market, as well as providing almost all network service
functionality as a service by using the service enablement infrastructure provided by the
NFV/SDN environment and through software realization of CPEs, home networks, access
and core networks.
As the NFV paradigm affects the complete telecommunication and remote
communication service ecosystem, it is foreseen that in the next years all the different
infrastructures will be updated either directly to the new architecture providing the
complete benefits or on a migration path with limited advantages. Transformation to
virtual network architectures will require OSS systems that can manage both physical and
virtual resources simultaneously.
The IBM and Juniper Networks joint development offers a comprehensive solution which
includes required features to install and run a virtual network provider infrastructure as well
as a set of most essential virtual network functions, enabling the monetization of the new
technologies such as SDN and automated provisioning, and the benefits of NFV as of
today.
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